Retractable Pleated Insect Screen
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Today we’re going to take a look at “New Product: Retractable Pleated Insect Screen”
Hi, I'm Jason from the company Blockout Blinds and today I'm gonna be talking about retractable pleated insect screens for doors.

Now, insect screens the retractable ones, have been around in the market for awhile. However, we are proud to introduce this new pleated system which we think is far superior to all the other systems. If you have bi-fold doors, french doors, stacker doors, anything with an opening and you've got a problem with bugs coming in and that means you can't enjoy the open area. Well the retractable pleated fly screen is for you and it has a few benefits. First of all because the fabric is pleated it just falls ball all in itself. Other systems have a roller and the fabric rolls into the roller which means you've got to have larger cassettes on the end which are lot more bulky and intrusive to the room. Another benefit of this system is that the rail on the bottom that runs along is only about 7 mm high which means it's a normal structure on the floor and the width of the system is only 28 mm so it easily incorporates into the framing of your doors which is absolutely fantastic.

The other benefit is that it is very easy to operate. It has a unique cording system which means that the tension is from the top to the bottom. What it means for you is you're gonna open and shut the screen by dragging at any point. On other system, you have to grab at exactly in the middle to operate it effectively, if you didn’t it would put this rail askew and it will get jammed. Especially for small people or younger kids because they couldn’t reach the middle they have great difficulty in opening it. As you can see I can pull from the top or in the middle, it doesn’t matter because it is really easy to use. Another good thing about this is the size we can go through, for a single system like this we can go up to about 4.2 meters in width and up to about 3 meters in height, depending on the width which is unheard of. It is absolutely amazing.
Take a look at a clip here where you can see a single screen being operated and look how easy it is.

So as you can see, a very easy system to use. Now the other good thing is when we incorporate two of these systems meeting up in the middle we can get into a width of 6 meters and a height of 3 meters which is absolutely huge. Finally, you can get a fly screen to fit that large areas that didn’t exist before.

I’ll show you another clip here, where it shows a double system being operated, what it looks like and just how easy it is to use.

There you go, there’s the double system. The pleated retractable insect screen it may be for you or it might not but if it’s for you give us a call for more information because our staff will be more than happy to help you out.

Until next time, see you then.

We hope you’ve enjoyed this news and tips update from Blockout Blinds, we’d love for you to leave a comment about “New Product: Retractable Pleated Insect Screen”.